The Severi Racing Kart Company

In the heart of Maranello, in front of the legendary
Ferrari's gates, is located since 1996 the Severi Racing
Kart Srl. Here Paolo Severi provides every day its
customers with his thirty years experience in karting,
proposing a complete vehicle (Velox chassis, Sgm
engine and Lux radiator) of high quality and excellent
performance.

Severi Racing Kart is a guarantee of
seriousness, reliability, competitiveness and
care for details, features thanks to which it
always excels in national and international
karting scene and that allow it to gain, as well
as prestigious results, customers' trust and
satisfaction.
The company, which has always been
innovative and sensitive to market demands,
is able to offer vehicles accessible to all and
customizable according to specific needs of
purchasers, in order to achieve the highest
yield according to the driving style and the
characteristics of the tracks.

Sgm Engines

The SGM engine is the first product launched on
the international market by Severi Racing Kart in
1996. It is a racing propeller created using
innovative technologies, that is still continuosly
studied in its evolution to improve its
performance over the time and to ensure its
reliability.

The SGM engine is the result of the hard work of
Paolo Severi staff, which follows the entire
design,
manufacture,
assembling
and
development. It is distinguished by the high level
of performance which is able to offer, but also for
its aesthetic value and because of the extreme
compactness (18 kg).
SGM challenges the large numbers marketing, by
adopting the inverse principle: is better to focus
on product quality rather than quantity.

The company uses an advanced dynamo test bench with
computerized data acquisition for the experimentation of
engines and of their developments. These are then tested on
the track by the racing division to to check their efficacy.

Manifacture of engines:
The top end of the SGM engines, as well as the crankcase and the clutch case, are
obtained as crude products from the melting in foundry. These pieces are then
processed by modern CNC machinery.

Raw castings of crankcase and cylinder

Stages of manifacture of crankcases

In a similar way are processed heads
and cylinders. Before assembling the
cylinders, they must be subjected to
further two production stages: the
nickasil plating and the finishing by
hand by Severi Racing Kart.

CNC machines for the processing
crankcases, heads and cylinders.

The special roller bearing BC1 SKF is currently the best main crankshaft
bearing for kart and It was developed by the Severi staff in collaboration
with SKF Racing specifically for kart engines. Compared to other bearings
it has more than twice the ordinary tensile strength, greater flowability, and
a triple duration. All SGM engines are arranged to istall the BC1.

Special spare parts for SGM engines
Special spare parts are available in order to improve the performance of SGM engines.
A never-ending development work leads to the creation of special accessories that meets
the needs of the most demanding kart drivers.

SGM special lighter
piston
SGM top end with special
worked transfer ports

SGM Special Conrod

SGM special crankshaft with aluminum
and tungsten balance

Homologation number of
SGM expansion chamber

Intake manifold Sgm
speciale

Special SGM expansion
chamber

Special carbon reed
valve

special spark plug and
spark plug cap

SGM Engine Line

F196 engine – year 1996

L198 engine – year 1998

FE2003 engine – year 2003

SL204 engine – year 2004

SL207 Tag-Hobby engine – year 2007

GA207 engine – year 2007

GA210 engine – year 2010

GA210 engine – year 2013

Scheda tecnica motori SGM
SGM 125cc Engines - Shifter Category
- SGM GA210
- SGM GA207
- SGM SL207
- SGM L198
These are engines for the karting top category, CIK-FIA
homologated, provided with six-speed gearbox, reed valve intake
and dry clutch.
They are able to achieve very high performance in spite of being
125cc: they can reach speeds above 180 km/h on long tracks and
over 155 km/h on the tpical european kart tracks.

Engine GA210

Engine GA207

Manufacturer
Model
Homologation
Intake
Cooling system
Bore x stroke
Displacement
Cylinder material
Conrod length
Tranfer ports number
Exaust ports nember
Clutch
Carburetor
Ignition
Ignition advance
Transmission
Spark plug

Severi Racing Kart & C. S.r.l.
GA210
47/M/18
Reed valve – Carbon
Liquid cooled
54.00 x 54.40 mm
125cc
Aluminum, Nikasil plated
113mm
5
3
Dry Clutch
VHSH 30CS
Selettra
1,6-1,8mm
6 speed gearbox
Ngk B10EG – Denso Special

Manufacturer
Model
Homologation
Intake
Cooling system
Bore x stroke
Displacement
Cylinder material
Conrod length
Tranfer ports number
Exaust ports nember
Clutch
Carburetor
Ignition
Ignition advance
Transmission
Spark plug

Severi Racing Kart & C. S.r.l.
GA207
36/M/15
Reed valve – Carbon
Liquid cooled
54.00 x 54.40 mm
125cc
Aluminum, Nikasil plated
113mm
5
3
Dry Clutch
VHSH 30CS
Selettra
1,6-1,8mm
6 speed gearbox
Ngk B10EG – Denso Special

Engine SL204

Engine L198

Manufacturer
Model
Homologation
Intake
Cooling system
Bore x stroke
Displacement
Cylinder material
Conrod length
Tranfer ports number
Exaust ports nember
Clutch
Carburetor
Ignition
Ignition advance
Transmission
Spark plug

Severi Racing Kart & C. S.r.l.
SL204
27/M/09 + Option Variant
Reed valve – Carbon
Liquid cooled
54.00 x 54.40 mm
125cc
Aluminum, Nikasil plated
113mm
5
3
Dry Clutch
VHSH 30CS
Selettra
1,6-1,8mm
6 speed gearbox
Ngk B10EG – Denso Special

Manufacturer
Model
Homologation
Intake
Cooling system
Bore x stroke
Displacement
Cylinder material
Conrod length
Tranfer ports number
Exaust ports nember
Clutch
Carburetor
Ignition
Ignition advance
Transmission
Spark plug

Severi Racing Kart & C. S.r.l.
L198
201/M/06 + Option Variant
Reed valve
Liquid cooled
54.00 x 54.40 mm
125cc
Aluminum, Nikasil plated
113mm
5
3
Dry Clutch
VHSH 30CS
Selettra
1,6-1,8mm
6 speed gearbox
Ngk B10EG – Denso Special

SGM 250cc Engines - Superkart Category
FE2003
These are the most powerful engines in karting word, CIK-FIA
homologated, provided with six-speed gearbox, rotary valve and
dry clutch.
They develop a power of 98 hp at 14,000 rpm and are designed to
compete on autodromes, where they reach even above 270 km/h.

Engine FE2003

Manufacturer
Model
Homologation
Intake
Cooling system
Bore x stroke
Displacement
Cylinders Number
Cylinder material
Conrod length
Tranfer ports number
Exaust ports nember
Clutch
Carburetor
Ignition
Ignition advance
Transmission
Spark plug

Severi Racing Kart & C. S.r.l.
FE2003
27/SKM/09 + V.O 2012-2017
Rotary valve -Carbon or Steel
Liquid cooled
54.00 x 54.40 mm
250cc
2
Aluminum, Nikasil plated
2x113mm
5x cylinder
3x cylinder
Dry Clutch
2x VHSB39
Digital Selettra
1,6-1,8mm
6 speed gearbox
Ngk B10EG – Denso Special

SGM 125cc Engines – Single Speed Category
SGM SL207 Tag
These are single-speed engines without the gearbox. They have
ignition and wiring harness of KF1 category and are turned on
with start button or key. They born as "long life" engines,
designed to maintain good performance and last in time without
special maintenance.
They are not CIK-FIA homologated and are suitable for all those
who want to have fun or compete at amateur level in the
appropriate categories.

Engine SL207 Tag

Manufacturer
Model
Homologation
Intake
Cooling system
Bore x stroke
Displacement
Cylinder material
Conrod length
Tranfer ports number
Exaust ports nember
Clutch
Carburetor
Ignition
Ignition advance
Transmission
Spark plug

Severi Racing Kart & C. S.r.l.
SL207 Tag
Not Homologation – Hobbie Category
Reed valve
Liquid cooled
54.00 x 54.40 mm
125cc
Aluminum, Nikasil plated
113mm
5
3
Centrifuga a secco
VHSH 30CS
PVL KF1 16000 Rpm
1,6-1,8 mm
no
Ngk B10EG – Denso Special

Velox Chassis

LEGEND:
B1= Ø32mm
B2= Ø32mm
B3= Ø32mm
B4= Ø32mm
B5= Ø32mm
B6= Ø32mm
B7= Ø30mm
B8= Ø30mm

Velox datasheet:
NAME
MODEL
HOMOLOGATION
CATEGORY
Ø TUBES
TUBES THICKNESS
MATERIAL
SET-UP BAR-NUMBER
TANK CAPACITY
BRAKE SYSTEM
FRONT BRAKE SYSTEM
REAR BRAKE SYSTEM
REAR AXLE
MAGNESIUM WHEEL

VELOX
SK1
85-CH-17
KZ1-KZ2-KF1-KF2-KF3-TAG-ROTAX MINI,MAX,DD2 -ROK-SUPER ROK
32MM
1,5 – 1,6 – 1,8 – 2,0 – 2,2 MM
CHROME-MOLYBDENUM STEEL
2
8,5LIT
HYDRAULIC
SELF-VENTILATED FLOATING 150x8mm, FLOATING 165x3,5mm
AUTOVENTILATO FLOTTANTE 194x12mm
50x2x1040MM
130 ANT – 212 POST – 214POST

The SK1 Velox Chassis is the result of a hard
work of research, development, tests and data
acquisition, which led to the creation of a very
competitive and easy to use chassis suitable
for all people who love kart, whether
professional or amateur riders. It is a chassis
able to respond succesfully to all the slightest
variations of set-up, perfectly adapting to
each driving style.

How the Velox chassis looks like:
The geometry of the chassis and the position of the seat allow a perfect balance and an optimal behavior of the
kart in each condition. The regulation of camber and caster is easily adjustable with the multihole eccentric
bushings with embedded uniball.
The front stub axle enable quick and precise insertion in curve, while bearing carrier provide an optimal
traction out of the corners, where it is possible to ground all the power of the engine.
The high quality of the product is guaranteed by the research and the use of new materials of the latest
generation, which allow to obtain performances and ease of driving which were unbelievable years ago.
Another distinctive feature of the Velox line is design, innovative and accurate in every detail. All the
components are branded with the VX brand.

Velox Chassis – KZ Shifter Category

Category
KZ1
KZ2

Front Brake Rear Brake
Engine
X
X
Sgm 125cc Shifter
X
X
Sgm 125cc Shifter

The Velox KZ chassis is crafted to fit the KZ
engine, which is a 125cc shifter engine. It has a
body made of chromed molybdenum steel tubes Ø
32 mm.
It is possible to modify hardness and/or thickness
of the tubes to achieve performance always at the
top with each type of tire. The choice of cross ing
tubes with different hardness and thickness is
carried by the experience of the staff, that identifies
the most suitable raw materials befor starting
production and tests on track the performance and
the reliability of chassis and accessories. It is
therefore of vital importance the role of the racing
division for data acquisition and development of
material.

The chassis is supplied with many accessories
such as: two set-ups bars, stickers, airbox and
air-box supports, seat, aluminum footrest and
chainstretcher, etc...
It is also possible to further improve
performance by customizing the Velox with
magnesium accessories, seats of different
elasticity, ceramic brake discs, and much
more ...

Complete Kart – KZ Category
Severi Racing Kart is able to propose to its customers complete vehicles fitted
with every accessory and equipped with SGM engines, SK1 Velox chassis and
LUX radiatosr. Among the many available kart there is the KZ shifter model.
KZ is the top category in karting word.

Customize your own Velox

Ceramic brake discs:
They are made of aluminum and coated with a
special ceramic treatment. They allow to obtain
a more powerful, precise and controllable
barking compared to conventional steel discs.
They are also considerably lighter: their total
weight 1.8 kg lower than normal discs.
Magnesium Hubs and bearing flange:
Magnesium
accessories
improve
the
performance and allow to reduce the weight of
the chassis.

Chassis colour:
It is possible customize the color of the chassis
choosing between red and yellow tones.
There are also available many other optional to
customize the chassis and to improve its performance

Velox Chassis – Single Speed Category
Categoria
Tag-Hobbie
KF1
KF2
KF3
Rotax Mini
Rotax Max
Rotax DD2
Iame X30
Rok
Super Rok

Freno Anteriore a Freno Anteriore a
Freno posteriore
pedale
volante

X

X
X
X

X
X

Velox Tag-Hobbie

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Telaio

Motore

Velox
Velox
Velox
Velox
Velox
Velox
Velox
Velox
Velox
Velox

Sgm Tag
KF1
KF2
KF3
Rotax Mini
Rotax Max
Rotax DD2
X30
Rok
Super Rok

The Velox single speed chassis has a body of chromemolybdenum steel tubes Ø 32 mm.
It is possible to modify hardness and/or thickness of the
tubes to achieve performance always at the top with each
type of tire. In this way the elastic properties of the tubes
can be exploited, making the chassis softer and therefore
ideal for single speed categories. The experience acquired
by the staff has also shown that working on hardness and
thickness of the tubes it is possible to create tailored
frames for each no-shifter

The choice of crossing tubes with different hardness
and thickness is carried by the experience of the
staff, that identifies the most suitable raw materials
befor starting production and tests on track the
performance and the reliability of chassis and
accessories. It is therefore of vital importance the
role of the racing division for data acquisition and
development of material.
Velox KF1-KF2

The chassis is supplied with many accessories such as:
two set-ups bars, stickers, air-box supports, silencer, seat,
alluminium footrest,etc...

Velox Rotax MiniMax-DD2

It is also possible to further improve performance by
customizing the Velox with magnesium accessories,
seats of different elasticity, ceramic brake discs, and
much more ...

Some details of Velox single speed chassis

Vx aluminum front hub and Vx stub axle for single speed
categories that do not require front brake

Vx Steering column

Vx aluminum footrest

Vx aluminum bearing flanges , Vx aluminum rear hub and
Vx sprocket carrier for singlespeed categories

Rear brakes system, which is also commonly used for the sigleed
categories. There is the foot control.

Front brake system for single speed Velox chassis, for which is planned the use of a front
brake with manual control on the steering wheel. Efficient and accurate, it allows an
optimum braking.

Complete Kart – Tag Category

The partnership between SGM Tag engine and Velox chassis is an
excellent compromise between performance, ease of driving and
engine's lenght of life. SGM Tag is born as a "long Life" engine,
designed to perform milder than normal KF1 engines but higher than
Rotax. In addition, because of its "long life" features, it has a lifetime
more than twice compared to normal KF. It is a vehicle taht ensures
good performance and is suitable for all those who want to experience
the thrill of single shifter karts.

Complete Kart – Iame X30 Category

For Iame X30 category - as well as for other single speed categories such
as Rotax Mini-Max-DD2, KF and Rok-Super Rok for which Severi
Racing Kart does not produce engines - are proposed to the customers
highly competitive Velox chassis in each category with 32 mm tubes
frame and with a overall hardness lower than the frame destined to more
powerful KZ engines.

Lux Radiators

XL Lux Radiator

Medium Lux Radiator

Small Lux Radiator

Lux Radiators are one of the leading
products of Severi Racing Kart line. In
their construction, carried out entirely
by hand, are only used premium quality
materials that ensure an optimal heat
transfer.

SGM water pump
(color aluminum)

SGM water pump
(color black)
SGM water pump, made of cast
aluminum. Compact and efficient, it is
ideal for all categories and is available
in natural aluminum and black colours.

Lux Radiators
XL Lux Radiator: It is the largest and the most
coolant between the racing Lux radiators. Due to the
high heat exchange surfaces it is particularly
suitable for the high summer temperatures.
Its dimensions are:
Height: 42.00 cm
Width: 29.50 cm
Thickness: 4.00 cm

Medium Lux Radiator: Its dimensions make it the
best racing radiator in medium temperature
conditions. It is perfect for obtaining maximum
performance in autumn and spring. It can be
associated to a curtain to increase or decrease the
heat exchange surface.
Its dimensions are:
Height: 42.00 cm
Width: 23.00 cm
Thickness: 4.00 cm

Small Lux Radiator: Its dimensions make it the
best racing radiator in low temperature conditions. It
is therefore indicated for winter season, when the
climate is harsh. It can be associated to a curtain to
increase or decrease the heat exchange surface.

Its dimensions are:
Height: 44.00 cm
Width: 17.50 cm
Thickness: 4.00 cm

SGM-Velox Clothing line
Severy Racing Kart offers to its customers its whole clothing line with SGM-Velox brand.

Kart suit CIK-FIA homologated.
It is available in Velox or VeloxSGM version

